Make and Take Activity

Interrupting Chicken
By David Ezra Green

Other Suggested Ideas:
- Create a Flow Map of the sequence of activities that occur in the story.
- Create a classroom management tool (cookie sheet with an Interrupting Chicken poster, several magnetic chickens, and ribbon for hanging) for students who “blurt” out during read-alouds, instruction, or discussions.
- Create a Double Bubble Map comparing an Interrupting Chicken with a respectful chicken.
- Create a Circle Map to brainstorm adjectives that describe Interrupting Chicken.

Make and Take Activity:

Book:
- Take a Chick-fil-a French fry container or small brown paper bag and cut down one side of the bag to create an open side to make a book.
- Cut off the bottom of the container or bag.
- Cut ¼ inch slits on the bind of the book.
- Use a hair tie or weaving loom loop to bind the book.
- Develop the inside of the book depending upon how you plan to use it.
  - Add pages and use it for students to create a book of the school rules (Example: S.O.A.R)
  - Use the inside of the brown paper bag to draw a large treasure map where the students will record the books they have read throughout a unit, quarter, etc.

Finger Puppet:
- Wrap yellow rectangular paper around the party blower, glue.
- Fold small, yellow, and square diagonally to create a beak, glue.
- Glue google eyes on the beak.